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INTRODUCTION

ABSTRACT

Oceanic rogue waves, also known as freak waves, extreme
waves or monster waves, are extreme events occurring in the
ocean featured by a giant crest followed or preceded by a deep
trough. The term rogue wave was first introduced by Draper [1]
[2]. Mathematically speaking, a rouge wave is a wave whose
height exceeds twice the significant wave height of the spectrum.
Although rogue waves are extreme statistical events, accidents
caused by rogue waves are reported every year [3–5]. Rogue
waves act like a wall of water or a deep localized depression
in the surface. Rogue waves can be extremely dangerous because they usually exceed the design load consideration of offshore structures and ships [6]. The exact mechanism behind the
formation of rogue waves is still a matter of dispute [7].

Oceanic rogue waves are short-lived very large amplitude
waves (a giant crest typically followed or preceded by a deep
trough) that appear and disappear suddenly in the ocean causing
damage to ships and offshore structures. Assuming that the state
of the ocean at the present time is perfectly known, then the upcoming rogue waves can be predicted via numerically solving the
equations that govern the evolution of the waves. The state of the
art radar technology can now provide accurate wave height measurements over large spatial domains and when combined with
advanced wave-field reconstruction techniques together render
deterministic details of the current state of the ocean (i.e. surface elevation and velocity field) at any given moment of time
with a very high accuracy. The ocean density is, however, stratified (mainly due to the salinity and temperature differences). This
density stratification, with today’s technology, is very difficult to
measure accurately. As a result in most predictive schemes these
density variations are neglected. While the overall effect of the
stratification on the average state of the ocean may not be significant, here we show that these density variations can strongly
affect the prediction of oceanic rogue wave. Specifically, we consider a broadband oceanic spectrum in a two-layer density stratified fluid, and study via extensive statistical analysis the effects
of strength of the stratification (difference between densities) and
the depth of the thermocline on the prediction of upcoming rogue
wave.

Rogue waves can occur both in shallow water and deep water. Various mechanisms have been proposed to explain the formation of rogue waves under different circumferences. The abnormal local wave focusing can be caused by strong wind blowing over the sea surface [8], such as storm. Wave energy can also
get focused by interacting with currents [9]. Nonlinearity may
produce instability of wave field and lead to extreme waves in a
relatively calm background wave field [3].
The density of water in an ocean or a sea is typically not
constant. The variation of density is due to, mainly, variations
of temperature and salinity. Solar radiation heats up the upper
layer of the water, and the flow of rivers and the melting of ice
lower the water density near the surface. Over time these effects
add up to form a stable density stratification with the lighter fluid
on top and the denser fluid below it. Stratified waters, besides
1
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regular surface waves, admit the so-called internal wave which
are gravity waves that propagate within the body of the water
[10].
Field observations have reported ubiquitously non-uniform
vertical gradients of stratification in the oceans: water density is
nearly constant in an upper layer (epilimnion) and then jumps,
over a (relatively) thin layer of sudden density change- the so
called thermocline-, to a denser lower layer fluid (hypolimnion).
Density stays almost constant below the thermocline to the ocean
floor [11]. Therefore for ocean scenarios a two-layer model, with
the density of each layer constant within the layer, is plausible
and widely used. If a two-layer density stratification assumption
is employed, internal waves are restricted to propagate on the
thermocline only. These waves, sometimes also called interfacial
waves, are widely observed in the oceans, seas and lakes [10,12–
14].
The purpose of this research is to investigate how oceanic
rogue waves predictions are affected by the density stratification.
Specifically, we consider scenarios in which a rogue waves is
anticipated in a homogeneous fluid, and investigate, statistically,
how much error is imposed if the density is variable. We specifically consider a two-layer density stratified setup. We study the
error as a function of strength of stratification (i.e. the ratio of
density of upper layer to that of the lower layer) and the depth of
the thermocline.

Phase resolved high-order spectral(HOS) method is used in
solving the governing equations. HOS is originally developed
by Dommermuth & Yue [15, 16] for nonlinear wave-wave and
wave-bottom interactions in the homogeneous fluid. The velocity potential can be expressed in perturbation series. Thus the
governing equations can be solved by collecting terms with the
same order together with initial conditions.
Now we consider a two-layer density stratified fluid model.
Let’s assume that the subscript u denotes the physical quantities
in upper layer and the subscript ` denotes those in lower layer.
For example, the upper layer and lower layer have respectively
mean depth hu and h` and fluid density ρu and ρ` . The ocean has
constant depth h = hu + h` . We assume that both upper layer and
lower layer are homogeneous, incompressible, inviscid and irrotational. The surface tension is ignored. Thus the fluid velocity
in each layer can be described by velocity potentials, φu and φ` .
The governing equations, surface boundary conditions, interface
boundary conditions and the bottom boundary condition are:
∇2 φu = 0,

− hu + η` < z < ηu

(2a)

∇2 φ` = 0,

− hu + h` < z < −hu + η`

(2b)

φu,tt + gφu,z + [∂t + 1/2(∇φu · ∇)]
(∇φu · ∇φu ) = 0,

z = ηu (2c)

gηu + φu,t + 1/2(∇φu · ∇φu ) = 0,

z = ηu (2d)

R{φu,tt + gφu,z + 1/2(∇φu · ∇φu ),t +
η`,t [φu,t + 1/2(∇φu · ∇φu )],z

PROBLEM FORMULATION
In order to compare the predicted rogue waves in both homogeneous fluid and stratified fluid, the governing equations and
boundary conditions are formulated in both models. In homogeneous fluid (density ρ is constant), the problem is formulated in a
Cartesian coordinate with x, y axis as the horizontal axis located
on the mean surface and the z axis as vertical axis with positive
upward. Under the assumption of incompressible fluid, irrotational and inviscid flow, velocity u can be expressed in terms of
velocity potential with u = ∇φ . Surface tension is ignored. The
governing equations and boundary conditions are:
∇2 φ = 0,

−h < z < η(x,t)

(1a)

z = η(x,t)

(1b)

z = η(x,t)

(1c)

z = −h

(1d)

− gη`,x φu,x } − {φl,tt + gφ`,t
+ 1/2(∇φ` · ∇φ` ),t + η`,t [φ`,t
+ 1/2(∇φ` · ∇φ` )],z − gη`,x φ`,x },

gη + φt + 1/2(∇φ · ∇φ ) = 0,
φz = 0,

η`,t + η`,x φu,x − φu,z = 0,

z = −hu + η` (2f)

η`,t + η`,x φ`,x − φ`,z = 0,

z = −hu + η` (2g)

φ`,z = 0,

z = −hu − h` (2h)

where ηu and η` are the surface and interface elevation respectively, R = ρu /ρ` is the density ratio. (2a)-(2b) are the governing
equations in the upper domain and lower domain respectively.
(2c)-(2d) are the free surface boundary conditions. (2e)-(2g) are
the interface boundary conditions. (2h) is the bottom boundary
condition.
We consider a broadband spectrum of waves propagating in
the ocean. The initial sea state is specified by the spectral density
function S(ω), given by the JONSWAP (Joint North Sea Wave
Project) spectrum originally developed by Hasselmann [17] according to wave data measured in the North Sea, west of Denmark, for wind driven seas. The JONSWAP spectrum is fitted
to the measured spectra to provide values of the model parameters. The JONSWAP spectrum was primarily used to investigate
the energy transfer in the spectral transformation, which has an

φtt + gφz + [∂t
+ 1/2(∇φ · ∇)](∇φ · ∇φ ) = 0,

z = −hu + η` (2e)

where η(x,t) is the surface elevation, h is constant depth of the
ocean and g is the gravity acceleration. For a given initial condition, the wave field characteristics, including wave elevation and
velocity potential, are obtained by solving the wave evolution
equation.
2
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Cg = dω/dk is the group velocity. Then we initialize the surface
wave (specifying initial η and φ ) by using a linear combination
of N waves with random phases with uniform average ranging in
the domain [0, 2π). Spurious high-frequency wave modes arise
when we use the linear solution as initial conditions to the nonlinear evolution equations. To resolve this problem, we multiply
the nonlinear terms in the boundary conditions by a weight function Ŵ (t) to gradually introduce nonlinear boundary conditions
within a predetermined time [27], chosen to be t pre = 5Tp . Ŵ (t)
varies from 0 to 1 gradually for t∈ [0,t pre ] and Ŵ = 1 for t > t pre .
If we successfully find a rogue wave at time t = ti with peak
at location x = xi , we then continue the simulation from t = ti for
tr = (102 ∼ 103 )Tp . The surface elevation and velocity potential
at t f = ti + tr are then recorded as η f and φ f . Because of the
reversibility of the governing equations of oceanic waves, the
exact rogue wave will be recovered at t = tr if we start with the
new initial conditions η0 = η f and φ0 = −φ f .
To quantify the error caused by using a homogeneous fluid
model in (actually) stratified ocean, we use the exact same new
initial conditions η0 and φ0 as the surface initial conditions to
solve wave evolution equations in two layer fluid model, thus
ηu0 = η0 . The dispersion relation for two layer fluid model is

application in wave prediction. The spectral density function for
the JONSWAP spectrum is given as

S(ω) =

α p g2 β δ
e γ
ω5

(3)

where α p = Hs2 ω p4 /(16I0 (γ)g2 ), β = −1.25(ω p /ω)4 and δ =
exp[−(ω − ω p )2 /(2ω p σ 2 )]. Hs is the significant wave height,
which is four times the standard deviation of the surface elevation. γ is the peak enhancement factor, ranging from 1 to 9. We
choose γ = 3.3, which is the value typically chosen [18]. I0 (γ)
is the zeroth order moment and is obtained numerically. For the
chosen γ, we have I0 (3.3) = 0.3. ω p is the peak radial frequency
of the spectrum and ω is the wave radian frequency. σ =0.07,
0.09 for respectively ω ≤ ω p and ω > ω p .
The prediction of the wave field is realized by solving the
evolution equations using the phase resolved high-order spectral method. This method is a pseudo-spectral method based on
the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm. This method uses the Zakharov equation and boundary conditions to calculate velocities
up to an arbitrary order of nonlinearity M in terms of wave steepness. It can also take into account a large number of wave modes
N = O(102 ∼ 103 ). We expand φu and φ` in perturbation series up to order M. Then we can expand the surface and interfacial boundary conditions into a sequence of linearized boundary
value problems for perturbed potentials. The detailed two layer
problem formulation and HOS numerical scheme can be found in
Alam’s paper [19, 20]. The result converges exponentially with
M and N up to wave steepness kA ' 0.35. The scheme has already undergone extensive convergence tests as well as validations against experimental and other numerical results [19–25].

D(k, ω) = ω 4 (R + coth khu coth khl )−
ω 2 gk(coth khu + coth khl ) + g2 k2 (1 − R) = 0.

(4)

For each wave number k, there are two positive ω solutions.
The larger one denotes the surface mode and the smaller one denotes the interfacial modes. Each surface mode is a freely propagating wave with a surface elevation and interfacial elevation,
so is each interfacial mode. In our considerations, we are assuming that initially all the waves observed on the surface are
from surface modes. So initially the interfacial elevation is the
elevation due to surface modes only. To initialize the interfacial
elevation η` and interfacial velocity potential (φu (z = −hu + η` )
and φ` (z = −hu + η` )) of surface waves, we first break ηu0 into
N waves with amplitude an and phase θn , and find interfacial amplitude bn from the linear solution for each of the waves. Then
a linear composition of the N waves on the interface is used as
initial interfacial wave elevation η`0 . The same method applies
in finding interfacial potentials.
Then the wave field is initialized in the two layer fluid model
using the new set of initial conditions. The predicted wave field is
compared with the original one in the homogeneous fluid model
at t = tr . If the predicted rogue wave occurs close enough to
the original rogue wave in terms of height, location and time of
occurrence, we say the rogue wave is predictable for the specified
density ratio R. Predictability does not require rogue wave to
occur at the same time step. In practice, we search for the highest
wave in the time span of tr − Tp < t < tr + Tp and peak location
of rogue wave within ±λ p from the original rogue wave.

PROBLEM IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
The probability of rogue wave occurrence depends on the
initial sea state, which determines the statistical characteristics
of the free surface (wave height, period and spectrum). The
World Meteorological Organization classifies the sea state into
10 levels, from sea state 0 to 9. Sea states 4, 5 and 6 represent
moderate, rough and very rough sea states respectively. In this
paper, sea state 5 (with Hs =3.25 m and Tp =9.7 s) is used to formulate the initial conditions, where Tp is the period of waves
at the peak of the spectrum. We define the maximum crest to
trough height of rogue waves as Hr , then we use the normalized
variable Hrs = Hr /Hs as a parameter measuring predicted rogue
waves. Alam [26] showed that the limit of maximum Hrs ratio
in sea state 4 is about 2.6. The ratio can reach values larger than
2.6 in sea state 5 and 6. For all the calculations here, Hs and
Tp of sea state 5 are used to obtain the spectral density function
S(ω). Then we use S(k) = S(ω)Cg (ω) to change the spectral
density from a function of frequency to wave number k, where
3
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FIGURE 2: Predicted rogue waves for R =0.99, 0.97, 0.95, and
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0.9. Each line represents the predicted rogue waves in tr − Tp <
(2)
t < tr + Tp and x p − λ p < x < x p + λ p . Hrs is respectively 2.931,
2.883, 2.7864 and 2.19. Error is respectively 0.8%, 2.4%, 5.7%
and 25%.
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FIGURE 1: (a) One case of the rogue wave predicted in homo-

geneous fluid. Parameters used in simulation are M=4, N=4096,
dt = Tp /128, H = 300 m, Tr = 100Tp . Hrs ratio for this rogue
wave is 2.955. (b) Predicted rogue wave in homogeneous fluid
(blue line) and two layer fluid (red dash line) with R = 1.
(2)
Hrs = 2.976 compared with Hrs = 2.955. Error=0.7% in terms
of predicted Hrs ratio. Common simulation parameters are the
same as in homogeneous fluid, and hu /h = 0.15. The simulation
parameters apply for all the results presented in this paper unless
otherwise specified.
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FIGURE 3: Variation of Hs over 100Tp for R =0.99, 0.9 and 0.8

for one particular case. Parameters for sea state 5 is used.
We define the maximum wave height to significant wave
height ratio of the predicted rogue wave in the two layer fluid
(2)
(2)
model as Hrs . Then the error is calculated as Error = (Hrs −
Hrs )/Hrs . Rogue wave is predictable if Error ≤ 10%. This definition is based on the fact that 10% higher Hrs corresponds to
waves with an order of magnitude longer return period [28].
First, the rogue wave prediction in the two layer fluid model
for R = 1 are compared with the predicted rogue waves in the
homogeneous fluid. R = 1 means there is no density variation
between the upper layer and lower layer. The velocity field in a
homogeneous model is continuous over the whole domain, however, the velocity field near the interface can be discontinuous at
the interface of a two-layer density stratified fluid even if R=1.
Thus the predicted wave field will not be exactly the same as the
homogeneous one. Results for one of the initial conditions from
our data base is shown in Fig.1, which represent the general behavior of other initial conditions. We can see that the error for
Hrs ratio is small enough (Error < 1%). The error is largest at
the location of rogue wave, otherwise the error is even smaller.
In addition, the predicted rogue wave occurs at almost the same
location and time as the original ones.
The predicted rogue wave for density ratios R = 0.9, 0.95,
0.97 and 0.99 are compared with the original ones to investigate the sensitivity of rogue wave prediction to the stratification
density ratio, as shown in Fig.2. In the real ocean, R = 0.95 is
considered as strongly stratified ocean, larger R are also consid-

ered to highlight trends. The same surface initial conditions are
considered here as those in Fig.1. For R = 0.99, the rogue wave
occurs at roughly same location and time with a small error compared with the one in the homogeneous fluid. For R = 0.97, the
predicted rogue wave occurs about 0.2λ p away from the original
rogue wave, where λ p is the wave length of waves at the peak
(2)
of spectrum. The Hrs ratio is still close to Hrs with small error
(≤ 3%). For R = 0.95, the predicted rogue wave is about 0.9λ p
away from the original ones with an error of 5.7%. For R = 0.9,
the characteristics of the original rogue wave (wave height and
location of occurrence) are distorted. Error is 25% for Hrs ratio, which means that rogue wave is not predictable in 100Tp for
R = 0.9 for this particular initial condition.
It is noted from Fig.3 that Hs is also slowly varying with
time. For R ≤ 0.95, Hs stays roughly the same. For R = 0.9,
the change is Hs is still small. For R = 0.8, the decrease in Hs
reaches 1% after 100Tp .
To obtain the statistical average effect of stratification, a
large number of initial conditions (O(102 )) resulting in a rogue
wave in T = 100Tp with Hrs = 2 ∼ 3 are considered. Errors
for 19 initial conditions are plotted in Fig.4. For density ratios
R = 0.99, 0.97 and 0.95, errors for all the cases are within 10%
and it is more deviated from the zero error line for lower density ratios. In addition, error stays roughly the same with different Hrs ratios for R ≥ 0.95. For R = 0.9, error becomes larger
4
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than 10%, and we can see that error is larger on average for a
larger Hrs ratio, which can reach up to more than 20%. Error for
R = 0.8 can reach up to more than 60% and it also increases as
Hrs ratio increases. Although R = 0.8 is not likely to represent
the real stratified ocean, it is still considered here to evaluate the
general effect of stratification. It may have applications in other
contexts. For sea state 5, rogue wave is predictable in 100Tp for
density ratio R ≥ 0.95. It is to be noted that even if the simulation using the homogeneous fluid model based on current sea
state model predicts no rogue wave occurrence in 100Tp , rogue
wave may occur in strongly stratified fluid since the wave characteristics are changed.
The predictability also relies on how far ahead we need to
predict. All the research work above is based on prediction in
100Tp . To be more specific, after we found the rogue wave, we
continue the simulation for 100Tp and 500Tp respectively. Then
the new initial conditions are used in the homogeneous fluid
model and the two layer fluid model for simulation for 100Tp
and 500Tp respectively to evaluate the error in the recovered
rogue wave. If we want to predict rogue wave in longer time, the
predictability on the limit of stratification ratio is different. In
this paper, we consider many initial conditions resulting in rogue
wave in 100Tp and 500Tp in the homogeneous fluid. For the two
layer fluid model, R = 0.99, 0.9 and 0.8 ratios are used. From
the results in Fig.5, we can see that error in 500Tp can reach up
to 60% compared with 25% in 100Tp for R =0.9. For R =0.99,
the error in 500Tp can reach up to 20%. However, this error in
100Tp is less than 10%. Errors for R =0.8 in 100Tp and 500Tp
are both very large. If rogue wave in longer time needs to be pre-
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FIGURE 6:

dicted, the error is larger. The wave field is, thus, more deviated
from the original one.
The sensitivity of ocean rogue wave prediction also depends
on the depth ratio (hu /h) in stratified fluid. Four hu values 10,
20, 60 and 100 m are considered for a fixed density ratio 0.95
and fixed depth h = 300 m, as shown in Fig.6. For this given
density ratio, the predicted rogue wave is not very sensitive to
upper layer depth change. The maximum error is less than 10%,
which satisfies the requirements on predictable rogue wave. For
hu = 10 m, the error ratio is scattering further away from zero
error line, which means that the predicted rogue wave is more
deviated from the original ones. For hu = 60 m and hu = 100 m,
the predicted rogue wave has smaller average error.

CONCLUSIONS
We investigated the predictability of the oceanic rogue wave
in stratified fluid based on statistical analysis and calculate the
5
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error caused by stratification. The energy transfer occurs in stratified ocean between surface gravity waves and internal waves
may explains why the predicted rogue wave is different from the
one in homogeneous fluid. In the two layer stratified fluid, one
surface wave can interact with another surface wave to generate a new interfacial wave mode. Then the new interfacial wave
mode can again interact with other surfaces wave to generate
more wave modes. In this way, the energy can be transferred
between surface wave and interfacial wave. A two layer stratified ocean model is used with different density ratios. It is shown
that for R ≥ 0.95, rogue wave is predictable (with an error less
than 10%) in 100Tp . As the stratification becomes even stronger
(R = 0.9 and 0.8), the error becomes large and increases as the
Hrs ratio increases. For the given two layer stratified ocean, the
error will be larger if rogue wave needs to be predicted further
in the future. Predicted rogue wave in 500Tp and 100Tp ahead
of time are compared for R = 0.9. For R = 0.95, prediction
of ocean rogue wave is not very sensitive to varying upper layer
depth. The present study gives insight to oceanic rogue wave
prediction because it takes into account the fact that the ocean is
stratified.
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